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ABSTRACT

Student alternative frameworks were found by the researcher to be a problem
when teaching the topic of electricity to Year 9 science students. It was recognised
that the alternative frameworks had to be identified and a constructivist teaching
strategy that would facilitate conceptual change within these students needed to be
adopted.
A pre-test-post-test, control group-treatment group study was conducted to
evaluate the effectiveness of a constructivist approach to instruction. The treatment
group in the study received instruction based on the 'four phase model for teaching for
conceptual change', a constructivist approach to teaching suggested by Cosgrove and
Osborne (1985) as being effective in catering for students with misconceptions of
electricity. Whilst the control group received traditional instruction. The period of
instruction for both the control and treatment groups was three weeks. Student
conceptions were assessed using a pencil and paJl<r test composed of 20 multiple
choice questions, ia which common student alternative frameworks of electricity
were used as distracters, and five short answer questions. The short ~. nswer questions
required students to provide personal definitions of the key electricity terms current,
circuit, resistance, voltage and battery. To provide case study information, interviews

were carried out with a sample of three stullcnts from en.ch group both prior to and on
completion of instruction.
It was found that the teaching program based on a constructivist approach was
substantially more effective in bringing about conceptual change than the traditional
one. The constructivist approach to teaching, based on Cosgrove and Osbome's
(1985) conceptual change model, is recommended for the teaching of the topic
electricity. It is also recommended that further research be conducted into the use of
this approach for teaching other science topics.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Introduction

Electdcity is a topic in the Western Australian high school science curriculum
th•t is usually covered at the Year 9 level. The classroom teacher is faced with a
substantial problem when attempting to teach the topic effectively . Upon

commencing the topic, the students already possess some type of understanding of the
concepts involved. Many of the conceptions are not scientifically acceptable and are
knov.n as alternative frameworks. These alternative frameworks are highly resistant
to change (Posner, Strike, Hewson & Gertzog, 1982) and must be identified and
addressed if the teaching program is to be successful.

The Rosearcb Problem

High school students often possess alternative frameworks regarding the
nature of electricity (Dupin & Joshua, 1987; Fredette & Lochhead, 1980; Osborne &
Freyberg, 1985; Psillos & Koumaras, 1988; Shipstone, 1984; Mestre & Touger,
1989). There is a need when teaching electricity, to identity the nature of these

alternative frameworks and to develop a teaching strategy that will facilitate
conceptual change within these students.

Rationale and Significance of the Study

In the past, science teachers have failed to adopt teaching strategies that

identity and modizy alternative frameworks. As a result, although students may have

achieved acceptable grades, their alternative framewo:ks have remained largely
uninfluenced by science teaching (Tasker, cited in Osborne & Wittrock, 1983). As

such, it is vital that teachers identify students' alternative frameworks and adopt
conceptual change strategies that promote the accommodation of students' alternative
conceptions towards more scientifically acceptable conceptions.
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Purpose and Research Questions

The purpose of this siudy is to implement and evaluate the effectiveness of a
conceptual change strategy (Cosgrove & Osbome, 1985) for accommodating students'
alternative frameworks. More specifically the study addresses the following research
questions:
I.

What altemative frameworks are held by Year 9 students for the concepts of
circuit, current, resistance and voltage prior to instruction?

2.

To what extent can the frequency of these alternative frameworks be reduced

by instruction based on a conceptual change model?
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
The process oflea. .ning is a complex matter. A recent theory as to how
learning actually occurs has been outlined by Osbome and Wittrock (1983) who
suggest that it is a generative process. Novak ( 1984) proposes that the very nature of

this process gives rise to misconceptions .
The alternative frameworks that students possess in relation to the nature of

electricity can be grouped into the major areas of current, voltftge and resistance.
Constructivist learning theory is based on the premise that these alternative

frameworks must be addressed if teaching is to be effective. Cosgrove and Osborne
( 1985) present a four phase model ofteaching that is based on constructivist learning

theory. By following this model a teacher identifies students' alternative frameworks,
links learning to past experience, challenges students' alternative frameworks and
enables learning to take place in context.

Learning Theory

Ausubel, Novak and Hanesian (1978) define concepts as "objects, events,
situations or properties that possess common criteria} attributes and are designated in
any culture by some accepted sign or symbol" (p. 89). Osbome and Wittrock (1983)
suggest that children have their own theories as to the nature of objects, events and

situations prior to instruction. They propose ihat children develop these alternative
frameworks from their contact with the social and physical milieu. Learning then

becomes idiosyncratic where individuals construct meaning from their different prior
knowledge. Concepts however, are not isolated, they are parts of structures which
provide a coherent understanding of the world. Research by Novak (1984) supparts

this idea. For example he states that "concepts grow in meaning as an individual
learns more new propositions in which a given concept is embedded" (p. 607).
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The generative learning model (Osbome & Wittrock, 1983) takes into acccunt

students' alternative frameworks. It is a model of the teaching-learning process that is
based on the theory that learning is an active process which is affected by one's
experience. In the generative learning model the brain, "actively constructs it's own
interpretations of information and draws inferences from them ... the brain ignores
some information and selectively attends to other information" (Osbome & Wittrock,
1983, p. 492). During the process of learning and concept development "people

retrieve information from long-term memory and use their information processing
strategies to generate meaning from the incoming information, to organise kt, to code

it, and to store it in long-tenn memory" (Osbome & Wittrock, 1983, p. 493).

Common Student Misconceptions of Electricity

Recent research (Dupin & Joshua, 1987; Fredette & Lochhead, 1980; Osbome
& Freyberg, 1985; Psillos & Koumaras, 1988; Mestre & Touger, 1989; Shipstone,

1984) reveals that many students have misconceptions about the nature of direct
current (de) electrical circuits. These misconceptions may be categorised into the
three major areas of current, voltage and resistance.
Students believe that current is consumed by some or all of the components of
the circuit (Shipstone, 1984 ). Some misunderstand the direction of flow and others
fail to recognise the passing-through aspect in a circuit. (Fredette & Lochhead, 1980;
Gauld, 1988; Osbome & Freyberg 1985; Shipstone, 1984).
Osbome and Freyberg (1985) illustrate three common misconceptions of

current flow in a circuit when a globe is connected to a battery in series. Firstly, the
wire returning to the battery (connecting the globe to the negative tenninal) does not

carry current. This misconception demonstrates a student's inability to understand the
passing through aspect of current flow. Secondly, current approaches the globe from
the battery in the wires from the positive and negative tenninals, and the globe glows
a direct result of the current clashing inside. Here, students' fail to understa,,d both the
passing-through and direction of flow aspects of current in a circuit. Finally, although
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current comes from the positive tenninal of the battery, passes through the globe
making it glow and goes back to the battery, the amount of current returning to the
battery is less than the original. This illustrates that students have failed to
understand the concept of conservation of current within a circuit.
Dupin and Joshua (1987) and Shipstone (1984) argue that students do not
consider the circuit as a system; instead tJ~oo.-.y read a circuit as a sequence in the
direction of current flow. Students also tend to confuse the concepts of'power' and
'current' mixing the tenns and using them inappropriately (Shipstone, 1984).
Students also have misconceptions ofbatteries and the nature of voltage
within a circuit. Psillos and Koumaras ( 1988) and Dupin and Joshua ( 1987)
identified that many students conceive batteries as a constant source of current. That
is as a type of'current reservoir' within a circuit rather than a device that maintains a
constant voltage across its tenninals. Psillos and Koumaras (1988) al" found that the
tenn 'volt' to a significant number of students meant the 'quality' of either current or
energy in a circuit rather tban the quantity of potential difference.
Research by Shipstone ( 1984) has revealed two main misconceptions of
resistmce within an electric circuit. Students are found to maintain that, "the effect
of increasing a resistor is not necessarily the inverse of deceasing it" (Shipstone, 1984,
p. 189). They also believe that a resistor situated before a lamp will have an effect on
the lamp's brightness, but a resistor situated after a lamp will not have any effect on
the lamp's brightness.
Causes of Student Misconceptions

Misconceptions arise from either one or a combination of the following
factors:
a)

the learner not making a conscious effort to "relate knew knowledge to
knowledge he or she already has." (Novak, 1984);

b)

students' interpretation of personal experiences (Novak, 1984);
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c)

as a consequence of a teacher ignoring pre..existing alternative frameworks in
the tcaching-leorning process (Nussbaum & Novick cited in Osborne &
Freyberg, 1985 p. 103); or

d)

a teacher's laok of subject knowledge.

Teachers should therefore familiarise themselves with scientific views,
identil)' student alternative frameworks, and employ a teaching strategy that
facilitates conceptual change within all students. A scientifically accurate
explanation of electricity concepts can be found in Appendix I.

Addressing Students' Alternative Frameworks
The four phase model ofteaching for conceptual change (Cosgrove &
Osborne, 1985) which is based on constructivist learning theory, incorporates all of

these essential factors. It can be used effectively to teach the concepts involved in
electricity to junior high school students. According to the four phase model of

teaching for conceptual change teachers prepare by detennining how scientists view
direct current electrical circuits and identifying student alternative frameworks. Prior
to instruction, teachers also familiarise themselves with the historical and
experimental background to the topic of electricity. This initial stage for the four
phase model is called the Preliminary Phase. It can be achieved by the teacher
studying available research data and/or having students complete a pencil and paper
test that probes their conceptions of electricity.
During the second stage a Focus Phase, context for later work is established
and learning becomes linked to familiar experiences which inherently provides

motivation. Activities are used to focus student attention on reJevant concepts of
electricity and on their own meaning for the terminology to be used. These activities

serve two functions: student alternative frameworks are made explicit and student
motivation is provided
The Challenge Phase enables discussion of student views ensuring all the
views are considered. This phase clarifies student views and at the same time
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nurtures reconstruction of a concept. Students discuss the views held by others and
laboratmy tests are conducted to challenge student conceptions while providing
evidence for the scientific view of the concept. The final stage of the model is the
Application Phase. Here, learning is reinforced and provision is made for extension

of student learning. This occurs through the application of the new conception to new
contexts and problem solving. This enables the students to think reflectively about

the phenomenon by viewing it in a new manner.
Many benefits occur when using the four phase model of teaching. The
teacher's own views of a concept are clarified prior to teaching (preliminary phase).
Students have the opportunity to express their thoughts about a concept (focus phase)
and as such the range of student views are explored (focus and challenge phases).

Cognitive conflict is created when alternative frameworks are challenged by
discrepant data (challenge phase). Students are given the opportunity to consolidate
their learning (focus, challenge and application phases) as well as learn in context
(application stage).

From a review of the literature, it is possible to see that students' alternative
frameworks regarding electricity are many and varied. These alternative frameworks
are tenacious in nature, arising from a number of sources. For conceptual change to
take place these must be identified and addressed. One suggested method for
teaching for conceptual change is by using a four phase model (Osbome & Freyberg,
1985) which is based on a constructivist approach. Before such a method is widely

used its success in a variety of classroom situations must be evaluated.
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CHAPTER 3: mTHODOWGY

Introduction
This study was conducted using a pre-test-post-test, control group-treatment
group design. The control group were taught the topic of electricity in a traditional
manner whilst the treatment group were taught using Cosgrove and Oshome's ( 1985)
conceptual change model. The teachers of the control and treatment groups both had
prior experience teaching the electricity topic following a traditional program. The
teacher of the treatment group in this case was also the researcher. This gives rise to
some methodological limitations.

Subjects
The subjects involved in this study were a group of Year 9 students. They had
been identified as having well-above average science ability, based on their Year 8
results, and had been streamed as such. The students were a mixture of males and
females, between the ages of 13 and 14 who attended a metropolitan Catholic
secondary school.

Procedure
The subjects were separated into two groups, both of which completed a pretest, received instruction and completed two post-tests. Three students who possessed
many alternative frameworks were selected from each group for interviewing. The
interviews took place both prior to, and upon completion of instruction. The student
responses to the interview questions were taped recorded and used to provide
infonnation for individual case studies.
After the initial interviews and the pre-testing, one of the groups, the control
group, received a traditional method of instruction. This involved the students being:
instructed by the teacher in a chalk and talk manner; reading relevant textual
information to support what had been taught; and conducting experiments to verify
the facts taught.
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In parallel with this, the treatment group received instruction based on the
conceptl'al change model (Cosgrove & Osbome, 1985). This involved a program
being specifically designed to alter the students' alternative frameworks of electricity
that had been identified in their pre-test responses. On completion of instruction,
which took place over a three week period, both control and treatment groups were
post-tested twice. The tests were administered with a two day interval between one
another.

Data Collection and Analysis
Test

The same pencil and paper test instrument, presented in Appendix 2, was used
for the pre and post-tests. The instrument consisted of20 multiple choice questions
and five short answer questions. In the multiple choice section of the test each ofthe
key concepts of electricity were tested with common student misconceptions used as
distracters. These items enabled the researcher to determine the frequency of
misconceptions prior to and following instruction.
The tests were scored out of a possible 25 marks. The multiple choice section
being worth 20 marks and the short answer section being worth five marks. In the
multiple choice section of the test. each correct answer was given one mark
However, where true/false multiple choice questions were concerned, only those
answers accompanied by a scientific explanation of the response were deemed
correct. In the short answer section of the test each correct answer was also given a
single mark. An answer was deemed correct when at least two out of three possible
specific criteria! attributes were present. MINITAB was then used to calculate the
product moment correlation coefficient between the student's test two and test three
scores to indicate the level oftest-retest reliability.
The data collected from test one and test two were analysed to provide
information about each group. A t-test for independent samples indicated that the
difference between the two groups' mean scores on the pre-test was approaching
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significance. This being the case, equivalent groups of 21 students from each class
were selected for study. Members of the groups were selected by matching students
in the control group with those in the treatment group with the same test one score.
The frequency with which students in these groups selected alternative responses on
multiple choice questions in test one was then calculated. This information was
compared to the students' test two scores and used to determine the extent of student
misconceptiG~ts

of circuit, current. resistance and voltage prior to and on completion

of instructio;t.
Interviews

In the case of the six interviewees, each was interviewed twice, once before
instruction and once again on its conclusirm. The interviews were conducted by the
researcher using the instrument presented in Appendix 3.
The interview results provided specific infonnation about the nature of
individual's conceptions of electricity. The interview situation also provided the
students with the opportunity to express any misconce~-: ions which they possessed
that were uncommon or even unique. The interview responses in conjunction with
the test results provides triangulation of data and as such, convergent validity was
achieved. The data analysis then provides information about the nature of alternative
frameworks and the extent to which they have been accommodated towards more
scientific conceptions of electricity.

Limitations
It must be noted however, that this study has some methodological limitations.

The class studied is not representative of the general Year 9 population. The sample
is only a small number of students of those in only one particular school. Another
factor that should be taken into account when interpreting the results is that students
are recognised as being of advanced ability and as such the lower and average ability
students are not represented in the sample. Thus, this sample group is not typical of
the population, a feature that limits the external validity of the study.
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It is also possible that the results are not a true representation of the groups'

learning. That is, the results may be influenced by the John Henry effect and/or the
Hawthome effect. The analysis of information gained solely from the interview may
in addition be influenced by the halo effect. These factors limit the internal validity
of the study.
The concluding interviews also have methodological limitations. The final
interviews should have been conducted by someone other that the researcher as she
may have become a threat to freedom of expression. That is, instead of a student

feeling free to respond in a natural manner he/she may have felt compelled to answer
in a way that was expected. However, due to the lack of resources, it was not possible
to arrange for an independent interviewer.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS

Introduction

This chapter presents the treatment and control groups' tests one, two and three
results. The students' test two and test three scores are correlated using Pearson r to
establish the reliability of the test instrument. As the two classes were not equivalent
at the test one level, equivalence of control and treatment groups was established by
using matched sub--groups within each class. The two groups' responses to test one
are then analysed to determine the pre-instruction alternative frameworks the students
have in relation to electricity.
Having established the reliability of the instrument, the equivalence of the
control and treatment groups and the alternative frameworks ofthose involved in the
research, it is then possible to directly compare the two groups' test scores. The
comparison is based on the control and treatment groups' test one and two responses
to the 25 items in the test instrument. Interview responses are used to illustrate the
differences in students' conceptions before and after instruction. Convergent validity
of data is established by comparing the test results and interview data from the six
students (three from the control group and three from the treatment group).

Reliability of tbe Test Instrument
The control and treatment classes' test two and three results were used to
calculate the instrument's test- retest reliability. The product moment correlation
coefficient between all student's test two and test three scores is 0.82, indicating
according to Gay (1992) a good level of reliability. That is, the sources of error in the
scores, such as conditions of administration and ambiguous test items, have been
minimised to a large extent.
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Equivalence of Control and Treatment Classes

The test o~1e (pretest) scores for the intact control and treatment classes were
compared to assess the equivalence oftht=: classes. Descriptive statistics presented in
Table I indicate a higher mean test one score for the treatment class (8.78) than the
control class (7.44). At-test for independent samples indicates that the difference
between the classes' means is approaching significance (I~ 1.70, p ~ 0.095, df~ 57).
It was therefore dedd.cd to select groups from within the two classes on the

basis of matched test one scores. These groups are used to evaluate the effectiveness
of instruction in changing students' conceptions of electricity.
Table I: Descriptive Statistics for the Control and Treatment Classes
Class

Mean

Number of

Standard

deviation

students
Control

32

7.44

2.80

Treatment

27

8.78

3.19

Twenty-one students from each class were selected to fonn the treatment and control
groups. The particular students were chosen on the basis of having a test one score
that could be paired directly with a member of the other group (either treatment or
control) and having completed at least test one and test two of the possible three tests.

Comparison oftbe Before and After Instruction Test Scores for the Treatment
and Control Groups

Descriptive statistics for test one (before instruction) and test two (after
instruction) scores for the matched treatment and control groups are presented in
Table 2. In test one, the matched control and treatment groups had identical means
(8.19). In test two the treatment group's mean score (17.19) was higher that ofthe
control group (13.24). A two-tailed !-test for independent samples indicates that the
difference is significant (I~ 3.73, p < 0.01,

df~

40). Instruction based on a
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conceptual change teaching strategy therefore, produced higher test two scores than

traditional instruction.
Table 2: Test One and Test Two Scores fee Matched Control and Treallrent Groups
Test one
Group
Cor.trol

Treallrent

Nmnherof
students
21

Mean
8.19

Standard
dcviatioo
3.19

21

8.19

3.11

Test two
Mean
Standard
<kviatioo
13.24
3.22
17.19

3.63

Common Student Alternative Frameworks of Electricity Before Instruction
As common student misconceptions of electricity were ust.d as distracters in the
multiple choice items of the test instrument, it is possible to identify common
alternative frameworks of electricity for the combined control and treatment groups
before instruction. This can be done by analysing the frequency of responses to each
ofthe distractors in test one. Table 3 presents the distractors that represent the

misconceptions selected by 33% or more of the students in the combined control and
treatroent groups.
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Table 3: Test Item Distractms Representing Misconceptions Selected by more than 33%
of Students in the Control and Treatment Groups Before Instruction
Item

Misconception

Frequency

2B

In a circuit with a globe, the current tmvcls out of the battery :from both tenninals.,
clashes in the globe and causes it to glow.

2C

In a circuit contalning a globe, current leaves the positive termina1 of the battery
and travds to the globe; some rurrent is used ey the globe in order to glow, the
remaining Cl.liTCilt returns to the battery's negative terminal.

40.5

40

Current does not require a complete pathway for it to How.

38.1

6A

A globe in a circuit uses up some of the rurrent.

61.9

15A

The total voltage drop across a parallel circuit is less than the total voltage drov
across a series circuit with the same size battery.

35.7

16A

Two globes of equal resistance in a paraUel ci.rcu.~ shine less brightly that one
globe (ofthe same size) in a series circuit with the~ size battery.

59.5

17B

When decreasing the resistance before a globe, in a circuit, the globe shines less

38.1

%
33.3

brightly.
18A

When increasing the resistance before a globe, in a circuit, the globe will
shine more brightly.

47.6

19A

When increasing the resistance before a globe, in a circuit, the globe shines more
brightly.

38.1

208

When ~ the resistance after a globe, in a cirruit, the globe will shine
less brightly.
42.9

Note:

The level of 33% or more of students choosing test item distracters was an arbitrarily chosen
figure.
Questions 17-20, while refering to current flow in a circuit, are not probing stude<:tt unden.1anding
of electron flow from an area of high potential to an area of low potential (nor conventional flow
of positive charge) rather the idea of the circuit as a system

Control and Treatment Groups' Test Scores for Nine Electricity Concept Areas

The data presented in Table 4 enables a comparison to be made between each

groups' initial understanding of nine major electricity concept areas (test one) and the
learning outcome after instruction (test two). As such, judgements can be made as to
the effectiveness of using a constructivist teaching approach as opposed to a
traditional method.
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Table 4: CorrpnisonofControl and Treab!rnt GrouJ>;' Test Scores Before (Test Ore)
and After (Test T=) lmtruction
Concept area

Cbntrol group (n- 21)

Test
item

Numtx:r of shUnts
\Uth correct response
Test one
Tcstt\\0

Cofl1l0nents
ofacireuit.

1
3
4
5
25

!6
19
12
16
9

19
19
17
13
12

Nature of

in a circuit.

2
7
21

3
19
0

9
18
13

En"'ll)'

6

6

%cblll!gjng
to corrcct

"""'""'
!4.3

Treatm:ntgroup(n "21)
Nu111bcr ofst1xblts
v.ith corra:t re!ip(lnse
Test one
TC!'tiWl

% cl:umging
tooom:ct

""""""'
524

10
13
11
16
12

21
19
16
17
18

286
-4.8
61.9
28.6

5
13
7

16
20
17

524
33.3
47.6
44.4

5

-4.8

9

11

9.5

3
7

4
4
10

14.3
4.8
14.3
11.1

I
I

14

10
2
16

429
4.8
9.5
19.0

9
10
11

4
10
3

11
11
7

33.3
4.8
19.0
19.0

5
14
5

9
14
12

19.0
0.0
33.3
17.5

14
15
16

6
2
3

13
4
3

33.3
9.5
0.0
14.3

4
2

14
11
2

61.9
33.3
0.0
31.7

Pfi'ect of changing 17

18
19
20
23

4
4
5
5
1

13
11
13
11
14

429
33.3
38.1
28.6
61.9
41.0

3
2
2
2
5

18
15
19
16
15

71.4
61.9
81.0
66.7
47.6
65.7

22

0

18

85.7

0

15

71.4

24

14

13

-4.8

15

17

9.5

current flow

0.0
23.8
-14.3
14.3
7.6

28.6
23.8
4.8
286
27.6

conversion
in a globe.

Interrelationship 8
ofcurrent, voltage 12
and resistance
13
in a circuit.

Distribution of
voltage wrong

corrponents of

a series circuit.
Distribution of
voltage wmng

corrponents of

a pamllel circuit.

the resistance in

a series circuit.

Nature of
voltage.

Nature ofa
vohage source.

Note: Items 1-20 are rmltiple cooice questions, and21-25 are short amwer questions.
Bold figures indicate average percentage change for a given conceJl area
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Table 4 shows that both groups had achieved a general increase in
understanding of electricity after instruction. However. the treatment groups' post~
instruction understanding of the concepts was greater than that of the control groups'
in seven of the nine concept areas. The exceptions being the distribution of voltage
among components of a series circuit. and the nature of voltage.
It should also be noted that the treatment group had an increase in
understanding in all concept afeas, whereas the control group's understanding actually
decreased in regards to the concept of energy conversion in a globe, and the nature of
a voltage source. The greatest increase in student understanding. both in the control
and the treatment groups. occurred in the concept areas of the nature of voltage, the
effect of changing the resistance in a series circuit, and the nature of current flow in a
circuit.

Student Responses to Short Answer Test Questions
Table 5 presents sample typical responses to the short answer section (questions
21~25)

from students in control and the treatment groups before and after instruction.

Table 5: Satqlle of Student RespJnses to the SOO!I AnMer Q.rstions Before and After lll'ilndioo.

saTllle respooses

Item
W.ro> the object

Voltage

ll<9slaml

22

23

24

T-

The flow ofdearicity.

"!'re flow ofel.ectnm in a cirwit.

Cooirol
T"""""'

The am.::unt of poYM in it
The anrunt ofpoll« the lmtery

The fbmoof Mimdo:trcnarepm,l

uses.

tlinJWl a cirruit.

Cooirol

Iibftkoow.

T-

A tling that """" JXl"U iJing
throJglt it.

The fbmostopJingthe
do:trrro throJglt
To stq>cr lessoo thefin:e ofel.ectroos
in the circuit.

Cooirol

An<ijoct, mich~JXl"U
firan<ijedto~

Orwit

25

T-

Em'gystmr.

Cooirol

\\ben ....m:s
l:mterie; are
amocted ard "'""'d...,;Q1y.
Is the \Wing ri the OOjed wltage

1'nolrmtt

am

1'1"' throJglt

~furu:that~el.edroos.

Is stored dmicai ""'!\\'.
dalricity pro;IJcOO by dmical....,;on
The &IJl"re of el.ectroos.

Samli!ll that has a!liOOe. Yoires mxla

"""" """"

A J>ll[nwy \\b:re dedrrllS can flow.

!&

Student Explanations ofthe Term Current
Student explanations of the concept current (see Figure 1) were analysed in

terms of the criterial attributes of electrons. flow and circuit. Current being

scientifically defined as the flaw of electrons within a circuit. After instruction both
groups showed a large increase in use of the term electron. Only one student in the
two groups used the term electron prior to instruction. whereas a total of 39 students
included it in their response following instruction. This further illustrates that
learning occurred in both the control and the treatment groups.

A: Control Group

Electron

Flow

Circuit

Criteria! Attributes

B: Treatment Group
ll 21
~
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~

...

.""
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15
12

• Test One

9
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,Q

e
z
~

3
0

Electron

Flow

Circuit

Criteria! Attributes

Figure I. Number of Students Using Various Attributes to Define the Tenn Current.
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Student Explanations ofthe Term Voltage
Student explanations of the tenn voltage were analysed in tenns of the criteria!
attributes force, push and electrons (see Figure 2). Voltage being defined for our

purposes as the force which pushes electrons. The test one results indicate a very
poor understanding of voltage in both groups prior to instruction with only one
student identifYing one criteria! attribute for the concept. However, the test two

responses illustrate a marked improvement in students' conceptions following
instruction.

A: Control Group
ll

"
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....
00
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..,"
a

z:=
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15
12
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~L
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I··~;]

I D Test Two

L _____

I

---L
Electrons

Criierial Attributes

B: Treatment Group
ll

.,""
.e

..."'.
Q

..,"

a
z:=

21
18
15
12
9
6
3

• Test One

[l Test Two

I

J

0·

Force

Pushing

Electrons

Criteria) Attributes

'--------------------------------Figure 2. Number of Students Using Various Attributes to Define the Tenn Voltage.
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Although not shown in the graph, it should also be noted that 12 students (A02, A03,
AIO, A20, A23, A26, B04, B05, B19, B24, B29 and B30) used the global term
electricity in their initial definition of voltage, whereas only student B23 used this
term following instruction. Many students changed to the more scientific terminology
in test two.
Student Explanations ofthe Term Resistance

Student explanations of the concept resistance were analysed in tenns of the

criteria! attributes of opposition, flow and electron (see Figure 3). Resistance being
defined as opposition to the flow of electrons within an electric circuit.

A: Control Group
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~
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0
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• Test One
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B: Treatment Group
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9
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.:!

e

•

D Test Two
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i

Test One

0

Opposition

Electron

Flow

Criteria! Attributes
Figure 3. Number of Students Using Various Attributes to Define the Tenn

Resistance.
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It is important to note that in the test two responses, a significant number of

students used the term electricity interchangeably with the term electron. Not shown
in Fignre 3, as an initial response to test one, three students (Bl6, A25, A27,) defined
the tenn resistance as used in common English. Whereas, no students did this in test
two. In test one, the tenn Ohm was not used in relation to the definition of the tenn

resistance, however, following instruction two students (A07 and B29) used the term
Ohm.
Student Explanations ofthe Term Battery

Student explanations of the term battery were analysed in terms of the criteria!
attributes source, electrical and energy (see Figure 4). Battery, for our purposes,
being defined as a source of electrical energy. The treatment group students in their
final explanation of the term battery shifted away from the use of the term energy,
using 'electron floW in its place, whereas the control group students in their test two
responses avoided any reference to electricity or current.
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Figure 4. Number of Students Using Various Attnbutes to Define tbe Tenn Battery.

Student Explanations ofthe Term Circuit
Student explanations of the tenn circuit were analysed in tenns of the criteria!
attributes pathway, electron and How (see Figure 5). Circuits being scientifically
defined as a pathway for electron flow.
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Figure 5. Number of Students Using Various Attributes to Define the Term Circuit

The responses ofseveml students in the control group (numbers BOJ, 814, BJ6, BJ9,
B29 and B30) remained unchanged after instruction. However, this only occurred in
one instance (A22) in the treatment group. A significant number of students used the
term electricity interchangeably with the term electron following instruction.

Student Responses to Interview Questions

Table 6 presents examples of interview responses to illustrate student
conceptions before and after instruction. See Appendix 4 for a transcript of the post
instruction interview with student number B27.
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Table 6: Sample Student Interview Responses
Student

Inteniew

Interview one

Interview too

question

(Pre-instruction)

(Post-inslnJct;on)

niscooceptions
~
ofa ciro.Jit.

A03

Natweof
amatt flow
in a cirruit.

821

Given a globe 3 wires and
a battery draw a cirruit
through v.hlch dectricity
can flow to light up the
g)obe.
Does it nmtter how yoo've
got than arranged?

One \\ire touching the
base of the battery aOO
the top of the battery
..itlt th: g)obe

Do any oftlt<se <liagmm< ·B.
descnbe the way you think IJon'tkoow
current f!O\VS to nnke the how a positive ch:uge
g)obe gloW/ In ·~ there
om go back into a
is no electric current in the battery as a negative
attached to the base
chaJgo
ofthebattery. In 'B'the
cu:rrem ..wJ be in a
direction towards the bulb
in both wires. In 'C the
direction of the current will
be as shown but u \WI be
less in the return \\lire and
in 'D the direction ani tre
wrount of the rurref1t will be
the saitll in both the wires.

correctoooceptions
On the battery, yoo have one

wire coming fium t~ positive
arv:l one wire coming from the
negative up to the f:,iobe.
One has to go at the side and
one at the bottom so that it
cangoarOWid.

• c.
ll<ca=th:globe
has to use the energy to
rmke it glow.

..we

lnterrelations!Dp
of"""""" voltage
arxlresistance
in a cirruit.

827 Does th: globe

Distribution of
wltage anmg
CO!lflOil:lllS of
a series cirruit.

827 Does th: batt"l'

Effoct of changing
the resistance in

Well, I guess so.

*Yes ... t:heenergy.

Yes at the start Wt it
probably gets used op.

Yes ... beauJse the
batt"l' has th: same
voltage in each case.

a series cim.Dt.

A19 IfRI is increased what
\Wl happen to the
brightn:ss of the globe?

It \Wl go brightec ...
because there is
m energy going
back to the negati\0.

*It will go ditmu ...
because it is stopping
the QJlTfnl: going to
theg)obe.

Natweof
voltage.

A26 What does the term
voltage nran?

It's t~ ... fm not sure.

'lli: furce at wtri.dt the
d""""" go through a

""""""any
oftheelectric
current?

deliw:r tre same
voltagethat
-it'scirruit
in?

c:Utuit

Note: ' Irdi.cates a niscooception but a dist:ioct ifqJroverrertt on the level of understanding.
Student ramilers oommencing v..'ith 'N. are from the beatneut groop and those \Wh a 'B'
are from the control group.
Bold text indiattes the 8JlS'M!l" select:d by the student.
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Convergent Validity of Data
Table 7 shows the agreement between certain test items and the responses made

to similar questions given by students in an interview situation.
Table 7: Agreement Between Student Responses on Test Two and Interview Two
Item
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
11
17
18
19
20
22
Number in
agreement

B16

a
a
a
a
d
a
a
d
d

B21
a
a

a
d

Student
B27
A03
d
a
d
a
a
a
a
d
a
a
a
d
a
a
d
d
d
a
a
a
a
a
d
a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a

a
a
a
a
d
d
a
d
a
a

11

10

9

0.71

0.64

a
a

Proportion 0.79

Al9

a
d
a
a
a
a
a
a
d
a

a

A26
d

J
d
a
a
a
a
a
a

d

a
a
a

a
a
d
a

11

12

9

0.79

0.86

0.64

Numbf,;r in Proportion
agreement agreement
0.67
4
3
0.50
5
0.83
4
0.67
5
0.83
5
0.83
6
1.00
3
0.50
2
0.33
4
0.67
6
1.00
4
0.67
5
0.83
6
1.00

0.74

agreement
Note: "a" indicates agreement between the subjects' responses on the two
instruments.
"d" indicates disagreement between the subjects' responses on the two
instruments.
Student numbers commencing with the letter 'A' are from the treatment
group and those commencing with '8' are from the control group.
The average proportion of agreement between the students' responses on test
items and interview answers is 0.74 which indicates a satisfactory level of convergent
validity.
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Main Findings

Prior to instruction theYear 9 students possessed many and varied alternative
frameworks as to the nature of electricity. The most common alternative frameworks
prior to instruction were:

•

the total voltage drop across a parallel circuit is less than the total voltage drop

across a series circuit when the same size battery is used in each case.
•

two globes of equal resistance in a parallel circuit shine less brightly than one
globe (of the same size) in a series circuit (when the same size battery is used).

•

in a series circuit containing a globe, current travels out of battery from either
terminal clashing in the globe to make it glow.

•

current travels in one direction around a circuit, a part being consumed by the
globe making it glow.

•

in a series circuit, when decreasing the resistance before a globe, the globe will
shine less brightly.

•

in a series circuit, when increasing the resistance after a globe, the globe will
shine more brightly.

•

when increasing the resistance before a globe in a series circuit, the globe will
shine more brightly~ and when decreasing the resistance after a globe in a series
circuit, the globe in the circuit will shine less brightly.

Comparison of the pre-instruction and post-instruction test results for the
matched treatment and control groups show that learning occurred in both groups,

however, more learning occurred in the treatment than in the control group. That is,
the treatment group1s test two results were higher than the control group1s in seven of
the nine concept areas examined and the treatment group showed an increase in
understanding in all the concept areas studied, whereas the control group did not.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION

Introduction
In this chapter the results of the research are interpreted and discussed in detail.
The misconceptions possessed by the high ability Year 9 students prior to instruction
are identified and a comparison is made between test one and two scores for the
control and treatment groups in nine conceptual areas of electricity. The comparison
indicates that learning occurred in both groups and the treatment group underwent a
greater amount of conceptual change than the control group (See Table 2). The
control group received traditional teaching which did not take into account the
students1 prior conceptions, while the treatment group received teaching based on a
conceptual change model which was designed to challenge and accommodate
students' alternative frameworks. The significant difference between the groups' test
two mean scores suggests that instruction based on Cosgrove and Osbome's ( 1985)
conceptual change model was more effective than the traditional instruction received
by the control group.
The test comprised 25 items of which the first 20 were multiple choice
questions, whereas items 21 to 25 required short answer responses. In the multiple
choice section of the test students were asked to distinguish between common
misconceptions which were used as distractors and scientifically correct conceptions
of electricity. In the short answer section of the test students were asked to define the
terms currenl, voltage, resistince, battery and circuit. Analysis of the test results
enables judgements to be made as to the alternative frameworks present before
instruction and the amount and nature of conceptual change that occurred within the
groups due to the implementation of a traditional teaching program as opposed to one
based on constructivist pedagogy.
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The Nature of Student Alternative Frameworks Before Instruction
Prior to instruction the Year 9 students displayed alternative frameworks
relating to voltage, current, circuit and resistance (see table 3). Although many
students had no particular understanding of voltage prior to instruction, which was
indicated by the selection of the 'I don't know' response (distractor C) by a large
number of students for items eight through to 15, others had identifiable alternative
frameworks. Some students considered that the voltage drop across two globes in

parallel is less than the voltage drop across one globe in a series circuit with similar
components (item 15 distractor A) and/or that two globes in parallel shine less
brightly than a single globe in series circuit with similar components (item 16
distractor A).

Many types of alternative frameworks also existed regarding current and circuit.
Evidence of this can be seen in the responses to items two, four and six. In response
to item 2, current was considered to flow in two directions out of a battery and meet,
clashing in the globe, to make it glow (distractor B) or flow in one direction through a
circuit with some of it being used up when lighting a globe (distractor C). Some
students thought that current does not require a complete pathway to flow (item 4
distractor D) and/or that a globe uses up some of the current to make it glow. These
alternative frameworks are consistent with the findings of Fredette and Lochhead
(1980), Gauld (1988), Osborne and Freyberg (1985) and Shipstone (1984).

There were also many alternative frameworks regarding resistance in a circuit.
Students thought that: decreasing a resistance placed after the globe caused the
brightness ofthe globe to decrease (item 17 distmctor B); increasing a resistance
placed before the globe causes the brightness of the globe to increase (item 18
distractor A); increasing a resistance placed after the globe causes the brightness to
increase (item 19 distmctor A); and a resistance before the globe causes the brightness
to increase (item 20 distractor B).
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Amount of Conceptual Change in the Nine Concept Areas

The test items can he grouped into nine concept areas (refer to Table 4). When
comparing the percentage of students changing from an alternative framework to the
correct response, students in the treatment group showed a higher level of conceptual
change in seven of the nine concept areas. These categories include: the components
of a circuit; the nature of current flow in a circuit; the distribution of voltage among
components of a para11el circuit; the nature of a voltage source; energy conversion in

a globe; the effect of changing the resistance in a series circuit; and the
interrelationship of current, voltage and resistance in a circuit. The control group
actually exhibited a movement away from the correct response in the categories of
energy conversion in a globe, and the nature of a voltage source. The treatment group
showed a smaller conceptual change than the control group in only two concept areas~
the nature of voltage, and the distribution of voltage among componen;s of a series
circuit.

Areas of Greater Conceptual Change for the Treatment Group

Components ofa Circuit
In relation to the concept area of components of a circuit, the treatment group
had an increase in the number of students changing to the correct response on the

completion of instruction compared to the control group. That is, the percentage of
students changing to the correct response in the treatment group (27.6) was greater
than in the control group (7.6). This conceptual change is illustrated by the following
extract from the interviews. Before instruction, treatment group student A03's

description of a circuit was, "One wire touching the base of the battery and the top of
the battery with the globe." However, after instruction the response had change to,
"On the battery, you have one wire coming from the positive and one wire coming

from the negative, up to the globe. One has to go at the side and one at the bottom so
that it can go around." That is, student A03 had moved from thinking that a globe,
connected to the positive and hOgative ends of a battery with a globe pressed on the
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wire attached to the positive end would light a globe, to understanding the cor;ect
form of a circuit.
The two groups' use of the criteria! attributes pathway, electron and flow (Figure
5) in the definition of circuit (item 25) before and after instruction also help to

illustrate this difference. For these criteria! attributes, the number of students
changing to the correct response after instruction was approximately twice as great in
the treatment group than those in the control group. Student responses to this item
also show that six of the 21 students' definitions in the control group remained
unchanged by instruction, whilst this was the case with only one student in the
treatment group. An example which compares the two groups' definitions to the tenn
circuit is given below. Before instruction a member of the control group gave the
definition of a circuit as, 11 When wires and batteries are connected and make
electricity." and after instruction as, 11 Something that has a globe, wires and a power
source." In comparison to this, before instruction a member of the treatment group
gave the definition of circuit as, 11The wiring of the object voltage goes through. n and
after instruction as, "A pathway where electrons can flow." Examples of activities
used to teach the components of a circuit in the successful teaching program based on
a conceptual change model are outlined below.
Activity/. Focus Phase

Class discussion to detennine different student opinions on the path
current flows in a circuit. If no one suggests the scientific model it
should te suggested as an alternative from another viewpoint.
Activity 2. Challenge Phase

Given two wires, a battery and a bulb students practise making the
bulbs glow and test each of the circuits proposed in the focus phase.
Activity 3. Challenge Phase

Students are asked to keep accurate drawings of the circuits that they
create. They may use words or a constructors code. This leads to a
discussion of conventional symbols and circuit diagrams.
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Activity 4. Challenge Phme.

Using a socket, a bulb, two insulated wires and a l.SV cell, students
suggest and learn ways of testing whether or not the lamp is defective
or whether the cell is flat.
Activity 5. Application Phase

Problem A: Solving the Christmas tree light problem. If one bulb is in
a line ofthree bulbs (in series) is defective, none of the bulbs will
glow. The pupils are asked to experiment to find other ways of
arranging the bulbs, so that if any one of them fails the other bulbs v.1ll
still glow. This should lead to teacher input as to the difference
between current flow in a parallel and series circuit.
Problem 8: Lighting a ttmnel. The bulbs and switches must be
arranged so that a person walking through a tunnel can turn on a light
for the region of the tunnel where he or she is, then, proceeding further
a second light is turned on, and the first light is turned off. The
students are required to experiment and present a circuit diagram using
conventional symbols to display their answer.
Problem C: Caller indicator for the deaf The deaf person should be
able to see, by looking at one, or two, bulbs whether a visitor is at the
front or the backdoor ofthe house. The students are asked to
experiment and present a circuit diagram using conventional symbols
to display their answers.
It can be seen from these activities and as suggested by constructivist learning

theory that: the teacher is privy to student alternative frameworks at the outset of
learning (activity I); context for later work is established and learning is linked to
familiar experiences (activity 3); provision is made for students to discuss their view
points and thus chuify their thoughts(activity 2); laboratory tests are conducted to
challenge student conceptions (activities 2,3 and 4); and opportunity is provided for
students to apply their learning in a new context (activity 5).
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Nature ofa Voltage Source
There was also a substantial difference in the level of conceptual change
between the treatment and control groups in the concept area of the nature of a
voltage source. In the treatment group 9.5% of the students changed towards the
correct response after instruction. whereas in the control group 4.8% of the students
changed away from the correct conception. At this Year 9 level the concept battery
was described as a source of electrical energy.
Although the treatment group showed an overall improvement in the use of
criterial attributes for the concept of battery, there was a decrease in the number of
students (11 to four) using the attribute energy. The students described a battery as a
source of electrical current rather than a source of electrical energy. This
misconception coincides with the finding of Psillos and Koumaras ( 1988) and Dupin
and Joshua ( 1987) who determined that may students conceive a battery as a current
reservoir rather than a device that maintains a constant voltage across its terminals.
Although instruction based on a conceptual change model was more effective than
traditional instruction, there appears to be a need to improve the approach taken here
for teaching about voltage sources.
Energy Conversion in a Globe
For the concept area of energy conversion in a globe 9.5% of the treatment
group changed to the correct response while the control group displayed a 4.8%
decrease in correct response. Although the treatment group showed an improvement
in this concept area, the extent of the conceptual change is not highly satisfactory. It
would seem that in order for an acceptable level of conceptual change to occur, in
relation to the concept of energy conversion in a globe, the teaching program based on
a conceptual change model needs to be improved by including extra activities in the
focus and challenge phases of learning. That is, the program changed to provide
students with more opportunity to experience and familiarise themselves with the
offect of a globe in a circuit. It must be acknowledged that only one true/false item
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was used to assess students' understanding of this concept and therefore the data is
likely to be subject to measurement error.

Distribution of Voltage Among Components ofa Parallel Circuit
In regards to the concept area of distribution of voltage among components of a
parallel circuit, the treatment groups' level of improvement was twice that of the
control group. When learning about voltage in parallel circuits, students in the

control group; were instructed as to how voltage is distributed, conducted a set
experiment to verifY theory and completed calculations regarding voltage drops in
parallel circuits. The students in the treatment group in contrast, were given the
opportunity to explore parallel circuits. This was achieved through group
construction of a variety of parallel circuits and the testing of voltage drops with
voltmeters in the circuits created (focus phase). On the basis oftheir experiments, the

student groups then created and tested their own theories as to the relationship
between parallel circuits and voltage (challenge phase). After class discussion as to

the relationship between voltage drops and parallel circuits, individuals were asked to
determine voltage drops in parallel circuits on the basis of their understanding
(application phase). The constructivist approach was more successful than the
traditional approach as it addressed the students pre-existing understandings, gave the
opportunity to explore all possible alternatives and provided students with the
opportunity to apply their learning.

Cu"ent Flow in a Circuit
There was a greater level of conceptual change in the treatment group (44%)
than in the control group (29%) for current flow in a circuit. Student B21 illustrates
the nature of conceptual change that occurred. This student had a scientifically

unacceptable understanding of the concept of current flow in a circuit prior to
instruction: "the way in which energy enters to object". The students pre-instruction
response reflected the common misconception of failing to recognise the "passing
through" aspect of current in a circuit (Fredette & Lochhead, 1980; Gauld, 1988;
Osbouroe & Freyberg, 1985; Shipstone, 1984). After instruction, however, the nature
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of the conception had substantially improved, and come closer to a scientifically

acceptable one: '' a flow of electrons".
The large difference in the level of conceptual change is also illustrated in
Figure I. It shows the number of students using the criteria! attributes electron, flow
and circuit to define the tenn current. Although learning occurred in both groups, the
number of students in the control group that used all the criteria! attributes of current

after instruction was only one compared to 16 in the treatment group. The
constructivist approach was more effective for teaching the concept of current flow
than traditional instruction.
Effect ofChanging the Resistance in a Series Circuit

The percentage of students undergoing conceptual change regarding the effect

of changing the resistance in a series circuit, was greater in the treatment group (66%)
than in the control group (41 %). Figure 3 indicates that after instruction, eight ofthe
21 control group students used the criteria! attributes of the term resistance (electron,
flow and circuit) compared to 11 ofthe 21 students in the treatment group. Student
A19's interview responses illustrate the type of conceptual change that occurred.
Before instruction A19 stated that if a resistance is increased the bulb, "Will go

brighter ... because there is no energy going back to the negative." That is, prior to
instruction a student in the treatment group thought that if a resistance was increased
a globe would glow brighter. After instruction A19's response was, "It will go
dimmer because it is stopping the current going to the globe". Although this response

indicates a misconception an improvement in student level of understanding is
evident.
An example of a control group student's post instruction conception of the effect

of changing the resistance in a series circuit can be seen in student B27's interview
response. Student B27 replied, "It will stay the same ... because that will not effect
the current flow going from the negative to the globe." This is consistent with the
findings ofShipstone (1984) who noted the common student misconception that a
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resistor situated before a globe will have an effect on the globe's brightness, but a
resistor situated after a globe will not have any effect on the globe's brightness.
Interrelationship ofCurrent, Voltage and Resistance in a Circuit
The interrelationship of current, voltage and resistance in a circuit is the final
concept area tested that depicts a greater level of conceptual change for the treabnent
group (19%) than the control group (I I%). An example ofthe type of conceptual
change that occurred can be found in the sample interview responses. It shows
student B27, prior to instruction, responding to the question. "Does the globe consume

any of the electric current?11 by saying, "Well, I guess so. 11 Yet after instruction the
response given is, "Yes ... the energy". Thus exhibiting a change from an uncertain
conception before instruction to a more acceptable conception after instruction. The

initial response given reflects the common misconception outlined by Shipstone
(1984) that some of the current is consumed by a component of the circuit.

Areas of Greater Conceptual Change for the Control Group
The Nature of Voltage
The two areas in which the control group achieved greater conceptual change
than the treabnent group bnth involved the concept voltage. In the concept area the
nature of voltage, 85.7% of students in the control group changed to the correct
response after instruction, compared to 71.4% in the treatment group. That is, both
groups demonstrated considerable conceptual change however, the treatment group's
change was less than the change that occurred in the control group.
Figure 2 shows that both groups initially had a very poor understanding of the
concept of voltage, yet after instruction the number of students using the criterial
attributes of force, pushing and electrons was much larger. Initially only one student
out of the 42 identified force as a specific criteria! attribute of voltage. After
instruction 30 students used this attribute. A specific example of the control group's
definition ofthe term voltage before instruction can be found in Table 6. It illustrates
the common misconception that the term voltage, to a significant number of students,
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means the quality of either the current or the energy, rather than the quantity of the
potential difference dS identified by Psillos and Kowmaras (1988) The results in
Table 4 and Figure 2 reveal that both teaching programs changed student conceptions
of voltage markedly, but the traditional method had a greater effect than the program
based on a conceptual change model.
Distribution of Voltage Among Components ofa Series Circuit

Both groups demonstrated conceptual change regarding the distribution of
voltage among components of a series circuit. However, the percentage of students

changing to the correct response in the control group (19%) was slightly higher than
the percentage of student changing to the correct response in the treatment group
(17.5%).

Main Findings
Students in a high ability Year 9 class possessed a range of alternative
frameworks relating to voltage, current, circuit and resistance prior to instruction. By
evaluating the students' test results after instruction, it would seem that in this study,

the teaching program based on Osborne and Cosgrove's (1985) conceptual change
model, was more effective at achieving conceptual change in most aspects of

elementary electricity than the traditional teaching program. Evidence of this can be
found when analysing student responses to te•t items that are grouped according to
concept areas. lt must be noted, however, that although the treatment group achieved
greater conceptual change than the control group in seven of the nine concept areas,
the control group performed better than the treatment group on the concepts of the
nature of voltage, and distribution of voltage among components of a series circuit.

Perhaps the very abstract nature of voltage suggests that students are not ready for an
understanding of the concepts. The traditional approach with its emphasis on rote
learning shows improvement though.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Introduction
This chapter describes the outcomes of the study in terms of the research
questions, the implications for teaching and further research. The methodological
limitations of the study are also described.

Conclusions of tbe Study
The study addressed two specific questions. The first of which was; what
alternative frameworks are held by Year 9 students for the concepts of circuit,
current, resistance and voltage prior to instruction? This group of Year 9 students

possessed many and varied alternative frameworks as to the nature of electricity.
Common alternative frameworks in relation to current and circuit included: in a
circuit containing a globe, current travels out of battery from either terminal clashing
in the globe to make it glow; and current travels in one direction around the circuit
but part of it is consumed by the globe to make it glow. Common alternative
frameworks in relation to voltage included: the total voltage drop across a parallel

circuit is less than the total voltage drop across a series circuit, when the same size
battery is used in each case; and that two globes of equal resistance in a parallel
circuit shine less brightly that one globe (of the same size) in a series circuit, when
the same size battery is used.

The common alternative frameworks relating to the concept of resistance
before instruction were more extensive. Students thought that: when decreasing the
resistance before a globe, the globe will shine less brightly; when increasing the
resistance before a globe, the globe will shine more brightly; when increasing the
resistance after a globe, the globe will shine more brightly; and when decreasing the
resistance after a globe, the globe will shine less brightly.
The second research question was; to what extent can the frequency of these
alternative frameworks be reduced by instruction based on a conceptual change
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model? This study showed that when comJ"'ring the amount of conceptual change
that occurred between two equivalent groups, one that received traditional
instruction and the other instruction based on Cosgrove and Osbome's (1985)
conceptual change model, a teaching program based on constructivist theory was
substantially better for achieving conceptual change in students than a traditional

program.

Implications for Teaching

The data from this study suggest tbat an approach based on constructivist
learning theory is more effective when teaching Year 9 students the topic of

electricity, as it enables conceptual change to take place at a higher level than
traditional instruction. It must be noted however, that the particular teaching

program used must be modified in order that an acceptable level of conceptual
change occurs in all of the conceptual areas probed.

Implications for Further Research

The success of this teaching program, based on Cosgrove & Osbome's (1985)
conceptual change strategy, also indicates that teaching programs for other science
topics may be more effective if based on constructivist theory. This then could

become the basis of further research, however, the limitations ofthe results obtained
must be considered.
The limitations in this study were mainly methodological ones. Firstly,
classes studied were not representative of the general Year 9 population, as they are

a small number of advanced ability students from only one school. It is also possible
that the results are not a true representation of the groups' learning as the results may
be bave been influenced by the halo effect as the researcher was also the treatment
group's teacher, the John Henry effect and/or the Hawthome which limits the study's
internal validity. In terms of the interviews the concluding interviews also have
methodological limitations. Ideally they should have been conducted by a person
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other that the researcher, as this may have threatened the interviewees freedom of
expression. This was not possible, however, due to the lack of available resources.
The above limitations, although seemingly numerous, are minor and do not
negate the valuable infonnation for teachers that has been obtained through this
study. The significant positive outcome of this study indicates that if science
teachers wish to reduce students' misconceptions in the topic of electricity then they
should explore the constructivist approach further.
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APPENDIX 1

EXPLANATIONS OF ELECTRICITY CONCEPTS

Students are required to be familiar with the following concepts in order to
understand the workings of the electric circuits in the interview questions.
Circuit: a pathway through which electrons can flow.
Voltage: the electrical force that pushes electrons through a circuit. Another name for
voltage is potential difference. The unit of measurement of voltage is the Volt.
Current: the flow of electrons within a circuit. The direction of current flow is always
from a higher voltage level to a lower voltage level. The unit of measurement of
current is the Ampere.
Resistance: opposes the flow of current within an electrical circuit. The unit of
measurement of resistance is the Ohm.
Ohm's Law: defines the relationship between voltage, current and resistance in an
electrical circuit. In student texts it is defined as

V=lxR.

Where V = Voltage drop across the element.
I = Current flowing through the element.

R = Resistance of the element.
A voltage of 1 Volt is required to drive a current of 1 Ampere through a resistance of
I Ohm.

Series Circuit: A series circuit has its elements connected such that current leaves one
element and flows directly into another, for all elements in the circuit ie. the elements
in the circuit are connected sequentially.
Parallel Circuit: a parallel circuit has elements connected such that current flow is
split between two or more elements ie. the elements within the circuit are connected
in parallel with each other.
Battery: for practical purposes, is an energy source with a constant voltage across its
terminals.
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APPENDIX 2

ELE~TRICITY

SURVEY

The following is a survey to find out your ideas about electricity. It is not part
of your assessment. The class results of this test will be used to identity areas of
study during the next few weeks.

Read each question carefully and then give an answer. Do not miss answering
any questions. Remember this is a survey and it is your opinion in which I am
interested.

TEST COMPOSIT!ON
20 Multiple choice questions
5 Short answer questions
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I.

In which case would the globe glow?
a)

A

!) B

('

:-

c) C

@
d) D

e

e

e

A

c

D

2.

'--

Which of the following diagrams best
describes the current in the Wire (s)
to make the globe glow?

e
There 11111 be llD current tn
the 1111re attached to the
base oJ the battel'y.

The current lltll be tn a
dtrectton toward the globe
tn both 1urea.

The dtrecrton of the current
wt l L be as shown. The current 111111 be as shoun. The current
111111 be the um.e: tn both litres,
wilL be Less tn the 'return'
wtre.
The dtrectton of the current
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c

B

D

3, In which case(s) ts there a ctrcutt?
(a) B and C
(~)

B only

(c) C only
(ci) none of the c:c38s

4,

In 11h1ch case(s) U there an electric current?
(a) A
( ~) B

(cJ c
(d) B and

5,

c

In which case(s) ts there a voltage

present?

(a) A only

(c)A,BandC

(6) B and C only

(d) All
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6.

The globe uses up part of the electric
(b) false

(a) True

7·

CUI'I'ent.

The globe uses up some of the energy of the electric
current.
(b) Faloe

(a) True

8, DlagraD!s I and 2 haPB tha same stze batteries but
the globe tn dtagraa 2 has a btgger reststance.
There 1s more current tn
diagram 2 than In diagram

(a) True

e

EJ
IIIIJ~••

I

(b) false
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USE THE DIAGRAMS BELOW TO ANSWER QUESTIONS 9-13.
Cltcutts l and 2 are made ustng thij saMe stze
batter tea and gLobu.

CIRCUIT (1)

CIRCUIT (2)

v)--.

.----1 V !----.

9. fn ClrtUt! 2. globe GZ shin" I"' brightly than globe Gl.
(b) false

(a) True

(c)

r

don't knoo

Exptotn your choice

10. Globee

Gl and GZ shine Ieee brightly than globe G.

(a) True
Explain vour chotce

(b) false

(o)

r

don't kno•
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I 1,

There ts a lower voltage shol'n

by the voltneter

tn ctrcutt (Z) than tn ctrcutt (I),

(a) True

(~)False

(c) I don' 1 knor

Explatn youJ' chotce

12.

ThB/'6 18

leu current ehoun by the am111.eter

{!)

tn ctrcutt (Z) than tn ctrcutt (I).

(a) True

(~)

false

(c) l don' 1 knor

Exp!atn your chotce

13, The battery deltver11 the sa111.e voltage 1n both
ctrcutts.
(a) True
Explatn your cholae

(6) false

(c) I don't knoo

®
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'

/
(2)

(I)

Key

9

-,:-

G~

-,!::-

Jr~

C2

~

11

Oh&l

811 tery

-~~~·

14.

The IJotragea across globes GJ and G2 are equaL.

(a) True

(b) False

(c) 1 don' 1 kno•

Explain your chotce

15.

The voltages across GJ and G2 are less than that
of G,
(a) True

(b) Fal"

(c) I don' 1 know

Explain your ChOICe

16'

Glo!eo Gl and G2 shine teu brightly than globe

G.
(a) True

(b) Fal"

Explain your cho 1ce

'\.

(c) I don' 1 kno•
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K.ay

9

Gl•h

U Jtuuur
Vt!~Uill
11

lllllttf

-11'11'1

-

17. If RI Is decreased, lhe brlghlneso of lhe globe 0111 ...
(a) Increase
(b) Decrease

18.

18.

20.

(c) Slay lhe oome
(d) I don' I knoo

If R2 IS Increased, lhe br1gh1ness of lhe globe Will ...

(a) Increase

(c) Slay lhe same

(b) Decrease

(d) I don 1 knov

11 RJ

IS Increased'.

the &rightness of the globe Will ...

(a) Increase

(c) Slay lhe same

(b) Dscroase

(d) I don 'I know

lf R2 IS decreased, I he brlghlneBB of globe 1111

(a) lncreaoe
(b) Dscrease

(c) Stay the saoe
(d) I don 'I knoo
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SHORT ANSWER SECTION QUESTIONS

21-25.

EXPLAIN YOUR MEANING fOR EACH Of THE fOLLOWING
TERMS.
21 .

Current

22. Volla9e

23. R e s i s t a n c e - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·

24. Battery

25.

Circuli
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Test Answers

Total

25 marks

Multiple Choice Section
Answer
B
I.
2.
D
3.
c
4.
c

Reason
(not applicable)
(not applicable)
(not applicable)
(not applicable)

5.

c

(not applicable)

6.
7.
8.

B

(not applicable)

A

(not applicable)

B

When the resistance is increased the current is decreased

9.

B

When the resistance is increased the current is decreased

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
7.
18.
19.
19.
20.

A

When the resistance is increased the current is decreased

B

There is the same voltage in both circuits

A

When the resistance is increased the current is decreased.

A

There is a constant voltage source

A

The total voltage decreases

B

The total voltage drop is the same

B

When the resistance is increased the current is decreased

A

(not applicable)

B

(not applicable)

B

(not applicable)

B

(not applicable)

A

(not applicable)

20 marks
(20 at I mark each)
Short Answer Section (accept two out ofthe three criteria/ attributes)
21.
Electron, flow, circuit
22.
Force, pushing, electrons
23.
Opposition, electron, flow
24.
Source, electrical, energy

25.

Pathway, electron, flow

5 marks
(5 at I mark each)
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APPENDIX 3
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE AND DIAGRAMS.
Interview Schedule

Section I.

Given a globe, three wires and a battery, draw a circuit through which electricity can
pass to light up the globe? (See figure 1.)

Section2.

Given these two possible ways to connect a light bulb to a battery describe whether
the bulb will light or not? Explain your answer. (See figure 2.)

Section 3.

Look at these figures, (See figure 3.) in which ofthese situations;
a) will the globe glow?
b) will there be electric current?
c) will there be a voltage present?

Section 4.

In this diagram the bulb is connected to the battery and it is lit. (See figure 4.) In this
situation what do you think is happening to the current? (Inquire as to whether the
bulb is considered to be consuming part of the electric current or part of the energy of
the electric current?)

Section 5.

Given this series circuit, (See figure 5.) indicate, using arrows the direction in which
current flows to make the globe glow.
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Section 6.
Do any of these diagrams describe the way you think electric current flows in the
wires to make the globe glow'/ (See figure 6.) If not how does the current flow?
Note: in diagram 'A' there will be no electric current in the wire attached to the base
of the battery. In diagram 'B' the electric current will be in a direction towards the
bulb in both wires. In diagram 'C' the direction of the electric current will be as shown
but the current will be less in the return wire and in diagram D, the direction and the
amount of the electric current will be the same in both the wires.

Section 7.
Thinking about batteries:
a) Does a battery deliver the same electric current whatever the circuit?
b) Does a battery deliver the same voltage what ever the circuit?

Section 8.
In this circuit there are resistors which can either be increased or decreased. (See
figure 7.)
a) IfRJ is decreased what will happen to the brightness of the globe?
b) IfR2 is increased what will happen to the brightness of the globe?
c) IfRJ is increased what will happen to the brightness of the globe?
d) IfR2 is decreased what will happen to the brightness of the globe?

Section 9.
Have you ever heard of the tenn Volt? Can you give an example of where the tennis
used? What do you think the term means?

ss

Interview Diagrams

Section I·
/\

lQ

~

GLOBE

WIRE

I

e

WIRE 2

BATTERY

WIRE 3
ftgure I

Sect ton 2 ·

+

+

case a

case b
2.
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Section 3.

\
E__E

A

B

c

ftgure 3.
Sect Ion 4.

ftgure 4.

D
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Section 5.
f:::\

KEY
battery

11

Qlobe

6

wtre

-

-'--

figure 5.

Section 6.

®

®

©
figure 6.
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Seotton 8.
'

R,

-""!

~f
globe

-6

Ra

4"'
-

-

ftgure 7 .
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APPENDIX 4
TRANSCRIPT OF POST INSTRUCTION INTERVIEW WITH STUDENT
NUMBERB27
Section One

I:
S:

I:
S:

Matthew given a globe, three wires and a battery, how would you connect up a
circuit through which electricity can pass to light up the globe?
Well I would get the first wire and put one in on the negative and pass it to the
globe and with another wire I would put it on the positive and pass it to the
globe.
Could you do that for me on the diagram.
And they are probably both on the side but probably on the bottom part as well.

Section Two

S:
I:

Given these two possible ways to connect a light bulb to a battery describe
whether the bulb will light or not in each case. Will it light up in Globe A?
Well in Globe A I don't think it would light up.
Whynot?

S:

Because I think you need two separate wires for a complete circuit in this case,

I:

I:
S:
I:
S:

because it needs to go from negative to positive and at the start it's going
straight from the positive to the globe.
Okay what about in Case B will the globe light up in Case B?
I would say that it would probably would light up in Case B.
Okay, why is that.
Because there is a separate wire running from the n~::gative to the globe and also
the electricity can pass through and go back to the positive.

Section Three

I:
S:
I:
S:
I:
S:
I:
S:
I:
S:
I:
S:
I:
S:

Okay having a look at Section three, look at these figures, in which ofthese
situations will the globe glow?
C.
WhyC?
Because there is a circuit.
Will it glow in any of the others?
No.
Why not?
Because in "A" there's no globe, in 11B" there's no way of electricity going from
negative to the globe. and in "D" there's no battery.
Okay, in which ofthose cases will there be an electric current?
"C 11
Any others?
No.
Whynot.
Because it can't travel anywhere the voltage and in "B11 it has to go through
negative first, and in D there is no voltage pressure.
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I:
S:
1:
S:

Okay, in which of the situations is there be a voltage present?
"A". "B" and "C".
Why is that?
Because there is a battery for every single one.

Section Four
1:
S:
I:
S:
I:
S:
1:
S:
1:
S:

In this diagram the bulb is connected to the battery and it is lit. In this situation
what do you think is happening to the current? Could you show me?
The negative to the battery and the battery back to the positive
Does the bulb consume any of the electric current
Yes
Okay, what part ofthe current?
Ab, the energy.
What are yoU saying current is?
Current is the flow of electrons.
So does it use any of the electrons?
Yes. the energy is carried in the electrons.

Section Five
1:

Okay, if you have a look at Section five then given that this series circuit,

indicate, using arrows the direction in which current flows to make the globe
glow.

S:

Are you allowed to tell me which one is negative and which one is positive?

1:
S:

Yes I can. Negative is the short one.
Okay.

Section Six
I:

S:
I:
S:
I:
S:

These are different ways that students think that current flows in a circuit. Some
people think that it comes out of the battery and goes to the globe, and there is a
wire back here but no electricity flows through it. Some people think that
electricity comes out of the top and some comes out of the bottom and they
meet in the globe. Other peopie think that electricity comes out of the top goes
to the globe and a little bit comes back to the bottom and some people think that
some comes out of the top, goes to the globe, and the same amount goes back to
the battery. Do any of those represent how you think electricity flows?
Oh probably "C" would be the closest.
Why do you say "The closest"?
Ab, because there's still some coming back to the battery from the globe and
like there is a circuit going back and forth.
Is there another way you think it should go?
No I don't think so.
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Section Seven
I:

Thinking about batteries for a moment does a battery deliver the same electric

current whatever the circuit?
S:
I:

S:
1:

S:

Yes.
Okay. Does a batten] deliver the same voltage what ever the circuit?
Yes.
Why does it deliver the same electric current in whatever circuit it's in?
Because the battery has the same voltage in each case.

Section Eight

I:

Have a look at this diagram. In this circuit there are resistors which can either
be increased or decreased. IfR 1 is decreased what will happen to the

I:

brightness of the globe?
It will stay the same.
Why is that?
Because that will not effect the current flow going from the negative to the
globe.
IfR2 is increased what will happen to the brightness of the globe?
The globe will become dimmer.
Why is that?
Because there will be larger resistance which will be stemming the flow of the
current and there will be less going to the globe.
If R1 is increased what will happen to the of the globe?
Nothing will happen because it won't effect the globe because its half through.
Okay what will happen if you decrease R2? What will happen to the brightness
of the globe?
The globe will become brighter.
Why is that?

-s:

Be'?ause it will allow more current or electrons to flow through and to reach the

S:
I:
S:
I:

S:
I:
S:
I:

S:
I:
S:

bulb.
Section Nine

I:
S:
I:
S:
1:
S:
I:
S:
I:

Okay, this is not a picture now this is just the last question. Have you ever
heard ofthe term Volt?
Yes.
Can you give an example of where the term is used?
On a battery.
Ab hah, anywhere else.
Ah, on a electrical post to hold the wires up.
What do you think the term means?
The driving force of electrons that pushes them along.
Okay, right, thanks very much.

